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 به نام خدا

 مام صادق )ع(ادبیرستان 
                           

 13/3/98تاریخ امتحان       انسانی یازدهمدسؤالات امتحاني زبان انگليسي سال نام و نام خانوادگی...................    

 دقيقه 120زمان آزمون 

 Part I. Vocabulary 

A. Choose the different word. (2 points) 

1.  a. stamp                   b. envelope                  c. document                d. mailbox 

2.  a. community           b. astronaut                  c. mission                    d. space 

3.  a. blood                   b. heart                        c. vessel                     d. bone 

4.  a. join                       b. connect                    c. attach                    d. measure 

  

 B. Choose the best choice. (5 points) 

5. Children under 18 need their parents’ …………………..…… to watch this program. 

    a. impression                 b. communication         c. destination                d. permission 

6. When you do aerobic exercise, your body …….....endorphins. 

    a. relies             b. releases                                  c. keeps                         d. protects 

7. It is very important to stay ……………….…….during an earthquake. 

    a. anxious                    b. nervous              c. calm                              d. excited 

8. If an earthquake happens in a ………..area, it will cause damage and death.     

    a. possible                b. light                    c. populated                       d. destructive 

9. The ……………………..on her face showed that she was quite happy. 

    a. expression            b. relation               c. communication            d. presentation 

10. The government is trying to save the bird from …......... . So far, a large number of them have 

been hunted and killed. 

    a. flight                    b. damage              c. extinction                       d. pollution 

11. He needs a high income to …………………..…… his large family. 
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    a. observe               b. support                c. magnify                     d. access 

12. He has the ............ to walk into the room of strangers and immediately start a conversation.  

    a. communication       b. situation              c. existence                    d. confidence 

13. Weather ………………….…..has changed because of global warming. 

    a. regions               b. levels                c. patterns                   d. environments 

14. The teacher asked everyone to do a …………………… kind of work. 

    a. specific               b. distant              c. global                        d. rural 

 C. Fill in the blanks with one of the words from the list below. There is one extra word. (3 

points) 

ran away, memory, annoyed, serious, performance, forced, reason 

Edison was born on February 11, 1847, in Milan, Ohio, and grew up in Michigan. At an early 

age, he showed signs of a (15)………..… hearing problem. This may have been the (16) 

…...…..… for his poor (17)…….…..… at school. Edison did not do well there and was often(18) 

………… by the other children. Three months after starting school, Edison (19)…………. . His 

mother was (20)………… to teach him at home. 

 Part II. Grammar 

A. Choose the best choice. (4 points) 

21. All the people were eating dinner………I arrived at the party.  

    a. when                 b. since                   c. whether                    d. for 

22. I’ll stop at the theater ………… pick up the tickets which you reserved. 

    a. so that               b. such as                c. whereas                   d. in order to 

23. The food was ……hot for me to eat. 

    a. so                     b. such a                  c. too                            d. enough 

24. A lot of people bought those houses, ………… the prices were high. 

    a. even though      b. whether               c. in order that              d. so that 

25. The cars …….in this factory have powerful engines . 

    a. produce            b. produced              c. are produced              d. which produce 
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26. Tom went to the library ………… the books he had borrowed. 

    a. returning          b. return                   c. to return                   d. having returned 

27. The teacher made all the students …………………..……notes in the class.  

    a. take                 b. taking                   c. taken                         d. to take 

28. Reza speaks English very well. He ………… in England for many years. 

    a. should live        b. must live              c. should have lived       d. must have lived 

 B. Put the following words in order and make meaningful sentences. (3 points) 

29. works, brothers, Ali, lazy, is, while, his, hard. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. . 

30. she, have, must, a very kind, person, been. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

31. too, the coffee, to, drink, hot, is. 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 C. Complete the following dialogues. (2 points) 

32. A: “I don’t have any idea where Helen is.” 

       B: “She …………………..…………………… (go) to the movies with her friends. I’m not 

sure.” 

33. A: “Mike spoke very quietly. Nobody could hear him.” 

       B: “He …………………………..……….…… (speak) more loudly.” 

 Part III. Sentence Functions 

Complete the following sentences with your own words. (2 points) 

34. Some jobs may hurt children physically or emotionally ………..………… mining, making 

bricks, carpets, glass, etc. 

35. The part which is at the center of the earth ……………..………… the core. 

36. There are different …………….………… of plants and animals in the world. 
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37. Getting enough sleep is important ………………..…… it helps you feel more energetic. 

   

Part IV. Reading Comprehension 

A. Sentence Comprehension: Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. (3 

points) 

38. Most earthquakes are too small to be located. This means ……………… . 

    a. they are very small , but we can locate them  

    b. they are not small, so we can’t find their places  

    c. they are very small, so we can’t locate them   

    d. they are so big that we find their places  

39. You need calories for all of your body’s functions, whether it is things you think about doing, 

like brushing your teeth, or things you never think about doing, like breathing. This means that 

………………… .     

    a. calories are needed for some body functions 

    b. brushing and breathing need the same amount of calories 

    c. we should think while brushing our teeth 

    d. whatever we do, we’ll need calories 

40. It will rain this afternoon. This sentence ………………… . 

    a. describes weather                                         b. describes climate  

    c. is the effect of global warming                        d. a & c 

 B. Put the following sentences in order and make a meaningful paragraph. Show the 

correct order with letters A-D in each box. (2 points) 

       41. These astronauts did experiments and brought back samples of rock. 

       42. One of the best-known American space programs was project Apollo.  

       43. Their work helped scientist learn more about the moon.  

       44. The Apollo mission landed 12 humans on the moon between 1967 and 1972.  
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C: Reading Comprehension:  

Read the following texts carefully , then answer the questions by choosing the best 

choice.                   

  Passage one: (3 points) 

          Although I have a car, I prefer to travel by train, especially if it is a long trip. As the train 

travels at speed through the countryside, I can drink coffee, read a book, or just look out of the 

window. Sometimes the movement of the train makes me fall asleep, something you couldn’t do 

while driving a car. The trouble is that I hate waiting on cold stations, and I get angry when I 

have to spend a long time looking for a taxi or a bus at the beginning or at the end of the trip. 

45. The writer prefers to travel by train because …………. . 

          a. it makes him feel moving                           b. it is more comfortable 

          c. he dislikes looking for a taxi                     d. travelling is not usually long 

46. One good thing about travelling by train is that you ………. . 

          a. cannot move or sleep                            b. get angry easily 

          c. get tired and thirsty                                d. can read, watch and sleep 

47. Travelling by train is more enjoyable than driving one’s own car , although it might not .. 

          a. start or end very happily                          b. put you to a nice sleep 

          c. give you a view of countryside                   d. help you get into trouble 

Passage two: (4 points) 

          The basic idea of a computer is that we can make the machine do what we want by giving 

it the necessary information which it processes. For this reason , computers can be described as 

devices which accept information in the form of instructions called programs , perform 

mathematical operations on the  information, and then present the result of these operations. The 

program which tells the computer what to do and the information needed to solve the problems 

are kept in the memory of the computer. 

48. From the passage, we understand that computers won’t work unless we ….. . 

          a. process their data                                    b. produce the memory 

          c. give them necessary instructions              d. perform mathematical operations 
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49. According to the passage , a computer program is the ………….. . 

     a. stored information needed for the memory        b. information given in the form  of instructions 

     c. processed information given to the computer      d. result of mathematical operations 

50. A computer is a programmable machine.                     a. True                            b. False 

51. The memory of a computer can store information.       a. True                            b. False   

Passage three: (7 points) 

Read the following passage and fill in the table that follows.  

     There were three famous sisters named Bronte. Their names were Charlotte, Emily, and 

Anne, and they were all writers. They were daughters of a clergyman, and had two older sisters 

and a brother. They went to a very strict school when they were girls, and later they became 

teachers and governesses. Charlotte’s most famous novel was Jane Eyre, a story of some of her 

experiences in school and as a governess. Emily wrote Wuthering Heights, a tragic love story 

that describes the countryside in which the girls were brought up. Anne wrote two good novels, 

Agnes Grey and The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, but neither was as great as her sisters'. All the 

sisters wrote under “pen-names,” calling themselves Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell, and for a long 

time not even their publishers knew who they really were. Charlotte, Emily and Anne all died of 

tuberculosis at an early age.  

      Charlotte Bronte was born in 1816 and died in 1855. She was the only sister who married and 

she lived longest, though she was only 39 when she died. Emily, born in 1818, died in 1848, 

when she was barely 30, and Anne, born in 1820, died in 1849, aged 29. Their brother Branwell 

Bronte, whom they loved and admired very much, was born in 1817 and died in 1848. 

Writer Most famous novel(s) Date of birth Age when she died 

Charlotte (52) ………………………….. 

 

(56) …………. (59) …………….. 

Emily (53) ………………………….. 

 

(57) …………. (60) …………….. 

Anne (54) ………………………….. 

(55) ………………………….. 

(58) …………. (61) …………….. 

  

Now write short answers to the following questions. 

62. How many brothers did the Bronte sisters have?......................................................................... 

63. What was their father’s job?........................................................................................................ 
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